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What an abysmal year that was! Like everyone else I have received my year planner courtesy of the G Scale 
Society and am hoping there will be events to put in it that don’t wind up with ‘cancelled’ scrawled across 
them. 
 
On the positive side it is clear that a lot of members have used the enforced periods of isolation profitably, to 
get those bits and bats of jobs done on layouts and put together stock for the future. 
 
Let’s hope we can hold some open days in the coming year when we can all admire the works! Until then I 
wish you all the best for the coming year! 
 
 
Meanwhile: 
 
Congratulations to Gordon Kay for winning first place in the outdoor section of the LGB Dépêche magazine 
competition, in which six countries entered. Here is the story:  
 

My garden railway by Gordon Kay 
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My interest in model railways started when I was about 11years old on a family holiday to Eastbourne in the 
South of England. While there, my father bought a section of the largest model railway in the world at that 
time (1957/1958) owned by Bertram Otto, which was being broken down and remodelled before being 
shipped to America for the State Fair. 
 
All through my many years of building model railways I have always used HO/OO gauge. I have built large 
exhibition layouts and ran these for a few years at Trentham Gardens and Hornsea potteries. 
It was 2012, when I decided I would like to build one in my garden. We have been to Switzerland and 
Germany for holidays for many years and like to drive down the Rhine from Koblenz to St Goar. This is 
where we have seen many German Railways, as this is a busy area for them and with the castles and many 
beautiful buildings, this was my inspiration for my railway. On a visit to the Jung Frau in Switzerland we 
enjoyed travelling on trains pulled by rack engines and this gave me the idea to incorporate one in my layout. 
 
I wanted to build a garden railway with the emphasis on trains rather than a model village with a railway. So I 
have kept mainly to stations, signal boxes and railway based buildings. There are a few other buildings to 
enhance the features, for example the waterwheel, windmill and forge, but I have incorporated many plants 
to add colour and texture. 
 

                     
 
Having 5 grandchildren, 3 of whom are boys, I wanted to make the railway as appealing as possible, and 
make it so family and friends had to walk around it to see the different sections, rather than be able to see 
the whole layout from one position in the garden. So to make it interesting I have adopted different levels and 
inclines with plenty of tunnels and bridges. I wanted to have some water features to add sound and 
movement, so have built a large waterfall, approximately 10 metres long, which runs the water wheel and a 
smaller waterfall, to enhance the viaduct. 
 
Having built quite a few OO gauge railways, I find that children like to see a lot of movement, and so in the 
planning of this layout I decided to combine a computer control, which allows 9 complete trains to run at the 
same time in different directions. This certainly keeps the grandchildren happy to try and follow where the 
trains are going. As the computer gives random control on spontaneous run even I have no idea which route 
the trains will take or which station they will stop at. The computer will stop a train en route if another train is 
joining the same track, to avoid a collision. To try to run this amount of trains manually would be very hard 
and would need quite a few people to control it safely. 
 
With my background being electrical, I decided from the beginning to incorporate a computer system. This 
involved breaking the track down into block sections, with each block section being fed by its own detection 
and feedback module. My layout consists of 56 blocks, each block is approximately 3 metres long to allow 
for the computer to keep a full train separated from others for safety, as in real life. The computer then knows 
which trains are on which blocks. All the 23 points are also controlled via the computer as are the 18 



coloured light signals.  The computer also controls the speed, direction, acceleration and deceleration of 
each engine so that these can be stopped in the station and clear of the points. This was a major task and 
uses over 1.5 kilometres of cable, which was laid in ducting, all running back to one control point. All the de-
coders, train detection modules, point de-coders and coloured light de-coders are kept inside a building to 
keep them dry. All of the 330 metres of LGB track and points are laid in black resin to form the ballast, which 
allows water to pass through, and holds the track firmly in place. The station platforms are also made of resin 
in gold. This allows all the wiring to be concealed, with the exception of the actual connections to the track. 
 
One of the main features is the 3.5 metre long tunnel which takes 4 tracks through into my garage and 
allows 8 trains to be stored after running, without lifting them off the track. The trains run through another 
building where I am able to store a further 6 complete trains. 
 

                         
 
The garage is monitored by 4 cameras so I can run the trains in and out manually from the computer. In 
addition 4 cameras are situated around the garden, which enable me to view the trains from the control desk. 
These are essential when running 9 trains: it’s mind boggling! I have 28 LGB engines and over 60 items of 
LGB rolling stock. 
 
On planning the layout I followed the recommendations of LGB when designing the different levels so that 
the trains run smoothly up and down the inclines and which incorporates a rack engine which runs from the 
main station, goes under the main tracks and climbs to the 2 mountain halts. Again these are randomly 
controlled by the computer. 
 

       
 

                    A detail of the layout.                                             The prize!  
 
 
Next, apologies to Stuart Gammon. Unaccountably, I missed out the photographs which should have 
accompanied his article in the last Newsletter. Here is a slightly abridged version with the photos. Sorry 
about that Stuart! 

 



Lockdown Construction and Maintenance By Stuart Gammon 
 
I had been given several Modeltown kits for my birthday in December and Christmas – a garden shed, 
Granny’s thatched cottage and a brick shop/pub – so I set to work building and painting them. I added to 
these a high level signal box. 
 
Having settled on (Red) Araldite as the best adhesive I decided to buy the more expensive syringe 
dispensers, rather than the pairs of tubes, as they are much easier to use and make sure the right quantities 
of the two components are dispensed each time.  This gave me around 10 minutes to mix and apply, and 
started to set within an hour.  For the cottage, I found the thatch looked more realistic using a couple of coats 
of Danish Oil. This was initially a bit shiny, but that has now weathered off. I used acrylic paints to paint the 
buildings, which cover easily and provide a nice, weather resistant finish. 
 
Having decided that I needed a better station, I purchased Modeltown’s Station Master’s House and Ticket 
Office buildings, and a set of platform sections. These kept me busy for several months and now have pride 
of place on the railway. 
 
With everything working, and the new buildings installed, I needed some platform accessories.  So I decided 
to buy wooden, laser cut kits from North Pilton Works: picket fencing, station accessories, etc. These kits are 
pretty good, made of 3-ply wood and easy to assemble using outdoor grade PVA glue; they will need fully 
waterproofing using either outdoor paint or (perhaps) acrylic paint. All in all, I’m very pleased with the results 
and am glad the lockdown gave me the nudge I needed to build the kits. 

 

                      
  
        Modeltown buildings part                       Modeltown Station buildings and  
           way through construction                       platform 

 

              
 
                            T&M Pub, Modeltown shop and cottage 



           
 
Ready made low relief terraced houses (bought at Llanfair many years ago) and 
Modeltown Signal Box 

 

      
  
         T&M models Engine Shed                     North Pilton Works accessories 
 

THE NWAG EXHIBITION LAYOUT 
 
By now you will have seen the article on the new layout by Derek Chapman in the Winter 2020 Journal. Here, 
courtesy of Derek, are few more photos of the work in progress. (And the workers!) Can’t wait to see it in 
action! 

 

 
 



      
 
 
Between the lockdowns at Storth by Tony Waring. 
 
In October the Storth club managed to get in one session of G scale at the Village Hall before the lockdown 
fell, with the attendance at any one time limited to the magical, or should that be the lamentable? six. It gave 
us a welcome chance to run a few trains, including the refurbished and recently renamed loco of mine: ‘Meat 
Loaf.’ For an explanation of its new name please enquire of Andrew Jolley. He also supplied the photos. 
 

 

   
 

       
 
Optimistically, Les and I have booked the hall for dates during 2021 when we hope to have the chance to run 
trains, We also hope that other members of the NWAG will be able to join us, in massive crowds larger than 
six! 

 



 
 
 
G-Wizz: Life in Lockdown 2020  By Allan Judd 
 
The Team had just managed to appear at the Preston Model Railway Exhibition at the end of February; this 
is a regular event for us each year. Little did we know that this would be the last outing for the G-Wizz Layout 
for a long time, with all other events being cancelled for the foreseeable future. The following weekend 
Lesley and I went into lockdown and were shielding for the whole summer. We are now shielding again at the 
time of writing this.  
 
We have held a Christmas exhibition display every year since 2001, raising several thousands of pounds for 
various charities, latterly for the Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital in Manchester. Sadly, we are not able 
to do it this year; it is just not possible to keep everyone safe, both visitors and our crew. 

 

        
 
            G-Wizz it’s Christmas! 2019,             February/March 2020. Our last outing 
             at Ribble Steam Museum,                at Preston Exhibition, raising funds for 
                                                                      Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital.         

 
Thank goodness we have access to the garden and are able to work on and run the “The Blowing Sands 
Railway!” The summer weather has been great and many hours of train running have taken place. This also 
gave us a chance to make start on making a new video for the exhibition display. Some of our other videos 
are a bit out of date after hours and years of use. It is surprising how many hours it takes to shoot the 
material required for a one hour programme, let alone the time to edit the final cut. As the summer went on 
we were kept busy with the garden and railway as well as catching up with the jobs around the house. The 
days were long and the nights light so things were not too bad. But now we have run out of building materials 
for both house and modelling! 



  
 
Summer on Blowing Sands                          Filming on The Blowing Sands         
with the Rhb Coop Train.                              Railway for a new Exhibition Video 

 
Then there was the Gourmino dining car project: 
 
The railway shed, aka “Bahn-Bahn”, has provided an opportunity for much modelling in comfort. A new 
project has been the construction of a Rhb Gourmino Dining car for our Glacier Express Train. I bought the 
basic coach a couple of years ago whilst we were at Preston Exhibition and it was placed on the shelf for a 
rainy day. That day has now come! The body has been completely stripped, the ends modified and repainted,  
 
For the laser cut graphics I used to use a local company. However, when I tried them again for this project 
they said that they could no longer do laser cut work. I am not convinced that the person I contacted 
understood the request. My next step was to try to produce the sign “in house”, but I was unable to get a 
good enough result, I think the problem was that the clear coat used was not compatible with the printer ink. I 
then tried a long shot, I visited a local sign company, who are used to making full shop fronts and exhibition 
work;  they might just have a laser cutting machine. They did, and were able to produce my lettering as a 
favour, between lockdowns. 
 
 A new interior has been created, complete with kitchen area and luxury seating and tables featuring working 
table lamps as on the real thing. There are still some details to be made, such as drinking glasses, menu 
cards and food on the tables, but there is plenty of time left for these. The Dining Car is an ongoing project 
due for completion by Christmas or maybe next Easter! I am presently working on the kitchen area and then 
go on to the wiring of the many table lamps. At least it is not “n” gauge! 
 

  
 



      
 

              
 
 
 

Times Past….. by Andrew Jolley 
 
To say that this year has been somewhat crap is the understatement of the century! We’ve all been in 
lockdown since March and not been able to get together to do our favourite things…. play trains and have a 
good old chinwag. Let’s hope that in 2021 we will be able to get back normal and get back together. 
 
If I’d known at the end of last year that this was going to happen, I wouldn’t have bought a 2020 year planner 
because everything I’ve written on it so far has been cancelled. No exhibitions, no meetings, what a bummer! 
Last week I was going through a couple of discs that I have put G-Scale pic’s on over the years, so when I 
got John’s email saying that Tony wanted some input for the next Newsletter I thought I would do this article 
and put together some ‘Times Past’ photos for us all to reminisce about. 
 
The first few are of an old friend of mine’s garden back in 2009 & 2011. He was a retired minister and was a 
member of my local model railway club for a few years and had a small compact, but marvellous layout in his 
back garden. It turned out that he knew my parents through the Methodist church that they went to so I had 
to be on my best behaviour! Yeah right, it turned out he was one of the lads. We visited it several times but 
because of health reasons he gave it up and got rid of the lot to a dealer before I could say or do anything. 
Pity, because there were a few items I would have bought off him to use or run in my own garden. 
 

 
 



             
 

   
 
The next few are of a layout called ‘Kirtley Valley’ that was knocking around many years ago, as far back as 
early 2000’s, I think. But I can’t remember where I saw it.  Does anyone else remember it? It was a superb 
layout, full of loco’s shunting backwards and forwards.   
 

                       
 



            
 
 

        
 
Tony Waring writes: 
 
When I received the first version of this contribution from Andrew it had me thinking that there could be, in 
these dark times, a lot to be said for revisiting some of the great garden railways of the past that were such 
an inspiration to us all. Maybe the images will fire up the inspirational processes in lockdown. Hence we 
decided to raid our photo files and do some features on these wonderful creations and are planning to visit 
some other classic layouts in the future, Watch this space, as they say! 
 

From Phil Vose: 16
th
 Dec 

 
I am altering a corner of my track to accommodate a railway trestle bridge like you see in the USA. 
The second photo shows a part of it, minus the trackbed and track. If the weather holds out pre-Christmas I 
will get concrete footings in and start bolting it down. It has been a complex job but should look good when 
done. 
 

                         



            
 
Later: 17

th
 Dec: Day of reckoning today, we are putting the concrete footings in.  Fingers crossed it all fits. 

 
And on 22

nd
 Dec: Concrete done. Photo shows the corner piece placed on the concrete. The track decking 

will be fixed on top. It will be Feb before it is finished; still a lot of trestle elements to make. 

 

                    ! 
 

WANTED  
 
Does anyone have a spare pair of the 45mm spacers for the bogies for Accucraft L& B coaches? Tony, 
email:anthony.waring55@btinternet.com  
 

NWAG Diary Dates 
 
Sadly, due to current circumstances there are no official meetings of the area group for the next few months. 
Hopefully things will start again soon for the NWAG. 
 
However, in the meantime: 
 
Storth Near Arnside April 25

th
. 

 
All being well, Les and I will be at the hall, running trains in G Scale  and members of the NWAG are cordially 
invited to come along and join us as ‘friends’ and bring some trains to run. We can accommodate live steam. 
Assuming the previous guidelines, this session will be limited to four visitors at any one time. If you want to 

come and join us please contact me beforehand in good time to check that we are still on and to arrange a 
time slot. We will be up and running from around 10.30 and will be there until 15.00. Tony Waring on 01253-
823035, or email at anthony.waring55@btinternet.com 
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Also, from Pip Warne, regarding Llangollen Garden Railway Festival: 
 
We are still not able to say for certain if the May 15th 2021 show can go ahead as It is still currently not 
known whether mass events will be able to be held in Wales until summer 2021. We are determined that we 
will put on a show in 2021 when it is safe to do so, to give us all something nice to look forward to. 
We have been advised that we may be limited as to how many people will be allowed into the show so may 
have to sell tickets in advance only. Also, it is possible that we may have to change the show by having 
fewer or even no layouts, and to just be a trade fair for this year only. We ask that you please bear with us if 
we do have to make such changes late in the day in order for the show to go on. 

 
Further details: Llangollen Garden Railway Festival: Website www.lgrf.co.uk 
 
Many thanks to all of you who have contributed to this edition. Keep it coming, all of you! I am sure that 
sterling deeds are being accomplished out there in the face of the current adversity. For now, best wishes for 
the New year and here’s hoping to meet up with you soon. 
 
Deadline for the next Newsletter is 28

th
 March. 

 
Now for a final comment on the year from Andrew Jolley: 

 

           
  
 
G-Scale Society  North West Area Group Committee Members 
  
Group Leader & Newsletter Editor:  Richard Waller, nwageditor@gmail.com  
 
Secretary &  Membership Secretary:  John Hulse, gsnw@hotmail.co.uk   
 
Treasurer:  Peter Ash, peterjohnash@gmail.com  
 
Webmaster:  Derek Chapman, derekanddorothy@btinternet.com  
 
Exhibition Layout  Organiser:  Phil Saint, p.saint100@ntlworld.com   
  
Committee Member:  Phillip Hollinworth, philliphollinworth@yahoo.co.uk    
 
Committee Member:  Keith Tanner, rennatgk@yahoo.com  
 
Committee Member & Newsletter Editor:  Tony Waring, anthony.waring55@btinternet.com  
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